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Abstract

Carbon films having a structure at the nanometer scale are of paramount interest. Experimental tools for the mechanical
characterization of such materials are still an open issue, due to the relevance of mesoscopic scales. Brillouin light scattering by
acoustic phonons of sub-micrometric wavelength is among the few techniques sensitive at the appropriate length scale. Elastic
properties can be derived from measured acoustic properties, if the film thickness and mass density are independently measured,
typically by X-ray reflectivity. Applications to two very different types of films are discussed. Tetrahedral amorphous carbon(ta-
C) films of high density and stiffness can be deposited with thickness down to a few nanometers. We show that combining
Brillouin scattering and X-ray reflectivity the elastic properties of films can be measured for thicknesses down to 2 nm. We also
measure the dependence of stiffness on thickness, finding that the high stiffness of thicker ta-C films is reached for thicknesses
of approximately 10 nm. Films deposited by low energy cluster beam deposition are characterized by granularity and porosity at
scale lengths ranging from nanometers to micrometers. We show that Brillouin scattering discriminates well among films compact
enough to support the propagation of acoustic phonons and films in which such phonons are confined andyor over-damped. When
acoustic propagation is supported the elastic properties can be obtained, at wavelengths of hundreds of nanometers. It is thus
shown that Brillouin scattering has a peculiar potential for the characterization of films having structures of nanometric size.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nanostructured carbon materials of various types are
of paramount interest both for pure and applied science
w1x. Various relevant properties of such materials, includ-
ing the mechanical ones, are determined by their struc-
ture at a mesoscopic rather than atomic or molecular
level. Consequently, their characterization is still an
open question because a few experimental probes are
sensitive at the appropriate length scale. For mechanical
characterization, techniques such as indentation and laser
induced ultrasonics become critical. In this work we
show that surface Brillouin scattering(SBS) of visible
light, i.e. scattering of light by surface acoustic waves
(SAWs) w2–4x, is able to characterize the elastic prop-
erties of such materials at scales ranging from nanome-
ters to micrometers. SBS is intrinsically contact-less and
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non-destructive; it probes acoustic phonons at sub-
micrometer wavelengths, and supplies the acoustic char-
acterization at this length scale. Relevant information
on the material structure at a mesoscopic level is thus
gained.
Two types of carbon materials of markedly different

properties are analyzed here: tetrahedral amorphous
carbon(ta-C) films of nanometric thickness, deposited
by a filtered cathodic vacuum arc(FCVA) w5,6x, and
films produced by low energy cluster beam deposition
(LECBD) w7–9x under various conditions. Ta-C is a
high density and stiffness material, deposited ‘atom by
atom’ by carbon ions. At length scales sufficiently larger
than the interatomic distance its mechanical behavior is
conveniently modeled by standard continuum mechan-
ics. In contrast, materials deposited by LECBD have
low density and are three-dimensionally nanostructured:
during deposition cluster fragmentation is almost negli-
gible, the aggregates maintain their individuality and
assemble themselves in structures hierarchically organ-
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ized over length scales from tens of nanometers up to
microns w10x, giving a material which is granular at a
nanometer scale. The resulting structure has interesting
properties for field emission and electrochemical appli-
cations. For this kind of material the continuum mechan-
ical model might not be fully appropriate, since
mesoscopic length scales can be relevant.
For both types of materials elastic characterization at

scales ranging from nanometers to hundreds of nano-
meters provides significant information. In films having
thicknesses of tens of nanometers ta-C has a high
stiffness, comparable with that of crystalline diamond
w11x; there is, however, evidence of interface and surface
layers of lower density and lower stiffnessw5x. It is
interesting to ascertain whether the peculiar stiffness of
ta-C is preserved when the thickness is reduced to a
few nanometers. This is relevant, since carbon coatings
of thickness down to 2 nm are needed to further increase
the storage density in magnetic hard disks and reach the
100 Gbit inch targetw12x. LECBD materials can havey2

different properties at mesoscopic scales, depending on
the deposition conditions, namely the initial cluster mass
distribution. They resemble other types of low-density
carbon materials, such as porous carbon and carbon
aerogelsw1x. The characterization of their elastic prop-
erties is particularly interesting because it offers the
possibility of studying the evolution, towards a contin-
uous homogeneous medium, of a system characterized
by granularity and porosity at different length scales.
The elastic properties are derived from the character-

ization of the acoustic behavior, if the film thickness
(when thickness is not larger than acoustic wavelength)
and mass density are known. These quantities can be
measured by X-ray reflectivity(XRR) w5,13x. SBS can
overcome the problems typical of nano-indentation when
dealing with very thin films or granular and soft mate-
rials w14x.
SBS is typically applied to homogeneous compact

films with perfect surfaces and buried interfaces. In
particular, SBS has been extensively exploited to char-
acterize the elastic properties of various compact films,
including hydrogenated amorphous carbon filmsw16–
18x, thick (hundreds of microns) CVD diamond films
w19,20x, ta-C films grown by FCVA techniquesw11,21x,
and sub-millimetric particles of hard material synthe-
sized from fullerenesw22x. All these measurements refer
to film thicknesses above 100 nm, up to hundreds of
micrometers. Only a very few measurements have been
reported in the thickness range of tens of micrometers
w11,17x. In this work the technique is pushed to thick-
nesses of a few nanometers.
Fewer references are available for LECBD films. It

was shown that SBS can be used to characterize such
carbon films of thickness of approximately 100 nmw14x;
however, the roughness and inhomogeneity of LECBD
systems can, a priori, pose serious problems to a system-

atic use of SBS and, in general, to a precise determina-
tion of the elastic constants and of their dependence on
the mesoscopic organization of the precursor clusters. A
systematic analysis is presented in this work.

2. Experimental

2.1. Specimen preparation

2.1.1. ta-C films
ta-C films were deposited at floating potential using

a FCVA source with an integrated off plane double bend
(S-bend) magnetic filter. The beam was defocused to
have a slow growth and a better control of very small
thicknesses, down to a few nanometers. Sets of films
were grown for increasing deposition times on the(001)
face of silicon substratesw5x. A set of samples was
analyzed, which includes a bare silicon substrate and ta-
C films of different thickness. The ‘bare’ substrate is in
reality covered by a nanometric layer of native oxide,
due to exposure to air. Although this layer was removed
before ta-C deposition, some contamination cannot be
completely ruled out.

2.1.2. Cluster assembled films
Nanostructured carbon films were deposited from a

supersonic cluster beam produced by a pulsed micro-
plasma cluster sourcew23x. In standard operation con-
ditions the clusters in the beam have sizes below 1500
atoms, with a log-normal distribution peaked at approx-
imately 500 atomsycluster. The kinetic energy of the
clusters was of the order of 0.2 eV per atom, meaning
that no substantial cluster fragmentation is expectedw8x.
Exploiting aerodynamic focusing effects it was possible
to control and select the cluster mass distribution and
deposition ratesw24x, in particular selecting a focused
beam containing only the smaller clusters(below 500
atoms). Films were deposited on both silicon and a
smooth highly reflecting aluminum substrate. Aluminum
substrate gave better results in SBS measurements,
because silicon has a lower reflectivity and also has an
intense central peak, due to a two-phonon Raman
scattering, which overlaps the surface peaks of interest.
With the standard cluster mass distribution the depo-

sition rate was 4–5 nm min and the density of they1

films, measured by XRR(see below), turned out to be
0.8–0.9 g cm . With the focused beam, containingy3

only the smaller clusters, the source was adjusted for a
deposition rate of 5 nm s , and the density of the filmsy1

turned out to be 1.2–1.3 g cm . In both conditions wey3

deposited films with thicknesses ranging from 30 nm to
more than 1mm. The primeval clusters coalesce into
larger units: the small cluster film is characterized by
grains with a typical diameter of 20–30 nm, whereas
the large cluster film has grains with a diameter of
several hundreds of nanometers. Cluster size strongly
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affects the evolution of film roughening: in the films
deposited with small clusters the roughness is a factor
of three lower than that of the film assembled with large
clusters.

2.2. Measurements

2.2.1. X-Ray reflectivity
The thickness and density of the films were derived

by specular XRR measurements made on a Bede GXR1
reflectometer using CuK radiation. The data were fittedb

to the scatter simulated from model structures using the
Bede REFS-MERCURY codew5,25,26x. Measurements
performed on these same ultra-thin ta-C films were
already discussed in detailw26,27x, showing that this
technique is able to reliably characterize films of thick-
ness down to 2 nm. The density cannot simply derived
from the critical angle(as it is done for thicker films),
but must obtained from the fit of the whole reflectivity
curve to a model structurew26,27x.

2.2.2. Surface Brillouin scattering
SBS measurements were performed in backscattering

with an Argon ion laser operating atl s514.5 nm. The0

scattered light was collected without polarization anal-
ysis; its spectrum was measured by a tandem 3q3 pass
high contrast interferometer of the Sandercock typew2x
with a finesse of approximately 100. LECBD samples
were kept in vacuum to prevent damage by photo-
oxidation effectsw28x. The aluminum substrates were
isotropic; for films grown on the(001) face of Si
substrates SAW propagation was along thew100x
direction.
SAWs have a wavevectorq parallel to the surface,NN

and a velocityv which can depend on wavelength.SAW

SAW dispersion relationsv (q ) are obtained by aSAW NN

set of measurements at different incident anglesu ,i
since, in backscattering,q s(4pyl ) sin u .NN 0 i

SBS relies on thermally excited acoustic waves,
whose amplitude is much smaller than that of the excited
waves probed by other acoustic techniques. Measure-
ments are therefore time consuming: acquisition times
up to several hours can be required. However, the
measurement is intrinsically contact-less and local
(measurement is over the focusing spot of the laser, i.e.
tens of microns). The probed acoustic wavelengths can
be significantly smaller than those probed by any other
technique, giving Brillouin scattering a peculiar potential
in terms of spatial resolution, particularly relevant in the
case of thin films, and of sensitivity to mesoscopic
scales.

3. Results and data analysis

3.1. Derivation of the elastic properties

The Rayleigh wave(RW) at the surface of a bare
substrate, the prototype of SAWs, has a velocity inde-

pendent from wavelength, and a displacement field
which decays exponentially with depth, the decay length
being the same as the wavelengthl s2pyq w2x.NN NN

When a surface layer of thicknessh is present, it
modifies the spectrum of the substrate SAWs. The RW
becomes the modified Rayleigh wave(MRW), whose
velocity is a function ofq h w4x. In very thin filmsNN

(q h<1) the MRW displacement field is mostly in theNN

substrate. However, close to the surface, where the wave
amplitude and energy density are maximum, the MRW
propagates in the film and senses its properties. At
higher values ofq h the MRW is more confined in theNN

film and more sensitive to its properties. Therefore for
films acoustically fasteryslower than the substrate the
MRW velocity is an increasingydecreasing function of
q h.NN

Acoustically slow films can act as wave-guides, and
support surface acoustic modes mainly confined in the
film itself (Sezawa waves) w2–4x. Pseudo surface acous-
tic mode also exist: they are not strictly SAWs, but their
displacement field is mostly in the vicinity of the
surface. An important pseudo surface wave is longitu-
dinally polarized, and is called longitudinal resonance
(LR) w2–4x.
The velocities of SAWs in layered structures can be

computed by the continuum elastodynamics equations
as a function of the density and the elastic constants of
the film and the substrate, and ofh andq w4,15x. TheNN

elastic constants can then be obtained fitting the com-
puted velocities to the measured onesw11,13,15x. Films
which are isotropic at the wavelength scale(hundreds
of nanometers for SBS) have elastic constants complete-
ly determined by only two moduli such as the Young’s
modulus E and shear modulusG. The data analysis
gives a confidence region in the(E,G) plane and can
be supplemented by physical plausibility criteriaw15x.
The(E,G) couple is adopted because a detailed sensitiv-
ity analysisw29x showed that these two moduli are better
determined; the uncertainties on Poisson’s ration or
bulk modulusB remain much higher.

3.2. Tetrahedral amorphous carbon films

The film thickness and mass density, measured by
XRR, are presented in Table 1. Some indication of film
layering can be found, and the mean density(;2.8 g
cm ), smaller than that of thick films(;3.3 g cm ),y3 y3

shows that the surface and interface layers have the
effect of reducing the mean density. In the analysis of
acoustical data films are, however, modeled as a single
homogeneous equivalent layer.
SAW dispersion relations for the various films, meas-

ured by SBS, are shown in Fig. 1. Data were analyzed
adopting accepted values for properties of silicon(rs
2.33 g cm , C s166 GPa, Cs63.9 GPa, Cs79.6y3

11 12 44

GPa). The 90%-confidence regions in the(E,G) plane
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Table 1
Thicknessh and mass densityr of ta-C films, derived from XRR
measurements

Sample h (nm) r (gycm )3 E (GPa) G (GPa)

1 2.2 2.8 95"30 40"20
2 3.5 2.8 195"30 85"30
3 4.5 2.8 220"40 100"30
4 8 2.8 380"40 170"45
w11x 76 3.3 750"40 340"50

Young’s modulusE and shear modulusG obtained as 90% confi-
dence intervals from the SBS data fit. For comparison: data from
Ferrari et al.w11x.

Fig. 1. Measured and computed dispersion relations(acoustic velocity
vs. non-dimensional productq h) for oxide-covered silicon substrateNN

and ta-C films of increasing thickness(see Table 1).

Fig. 2. Brillouin spectra from films, deposited using unfocused beams
(larger clusters), of different thickness(As30 nm, Bs100 nm, Cs
170 nm, Ds350 nm). All the measurements in backscattering, with
incidence angleu s508.i

are foundw27x. Only the part of the confidence regions
satisfying physical plausibility criteria is considered: it
is assumed that the carbon films have a positive Pois-
son’s ration and a bulk modulusB-B s445 GPa.diamond

The resulting intervals of the(E,G) couple are reported
in Table 1. The lines in Fig. 1 are computed from the
most probable values.
The dispersion relations of Fig. 1 identify a well-

defined trend. The sequence starting from the oxide film
and continuing with the ta-C films in order of increasing
thickness corresponds to a marked increase of film
stiffness. The dispersion relationv (q h) of the oxideMRW NN

film is decreasing, indicating that the oxide is acousti-
cally slower than silicon. The dispersion relation for the
2.2 nm, 3.5 nm, 4.5 nm and 8 nm ta-C film progressively
shifts from moderately decreasing(2.2 nm) to increasing
(3.5 nm and 4.5 nm, which are similar) and steeply
increasing(8 nm). This indicates that the 2.2 nm film
is still acoustically slower than the Si substrate, but
stiffer than the native oxide, that the 3.5 nm and 4.5 nm
films are stiffer than Si, and that the 8 nm film is
markedly stiffer than Si. The resulting values of the
moduli, reported in Table 1, show that for the 8 nm film
the elastic moduli begin to be comparable with those
found for thicker ta-C filmsw11x.
With these ultra-thin films both SBS and XRR are

pushed to their sensitivity limits; in particular SBS
measurement relies on the perturbation of an acoustic
wave by a layer of the order of one-hundredth of the
wavelength. The robustness of the results for the film
elastic constants was therefore checkedw27x. It was
found that, due to the very small film thickness, the
most critical input is the stiffness of the substrate. The
availability of measurements on different films allowed
us to conclude that the above values of silicon elastic
constants are at most overestimated by a fraction of a
percent, and that consequently the film elastic constants
of Table 1 could be underestimated, by a few percent at
most.

3.3. Cluster assembled carbon films

XRR measurements gave the values of film thickness
and mass density mentioned above. SBS spectra meas-

ured from films grown from large clusters are discussed
first. In thin films grown on aluminum substrates, despite
the relatively high surface roughness, which increases
with film thickness, surface peaks due to interactions
with Rayleigh and(not always) Sezawa waves can be
detected up to a critical thickness of the order of 200
nm. The frequencies and intensities of the peaks vary
with film thickness (see Fig. 2). When the thickness
increases above roughly 100 nm a central peak starts to
develop, and the surface peaks become broader. Above
approximately 200 nm the surface peaks disappear(see
Fig. 2). In the thickest films(above 1mm) only the
central peak and, sometimes, strongly damped bulk
acoustic phonons, with a typical wavelengthl ;200ph

nm, have been detected. The bulk feature is due to
scattering from a longitudinal phonon, and indicates that
at a length scale abovel some films can still supportph

acoustic waves. This means that they roughly behave as
a continuum with approximate translational invariance
and effective elastic constants, although structural dis-
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Fig. 3. Brillouin spectra from a thin(;100 nm) film deposited by
an unfocused cluster beam. Measurements in backscattering at various
incidence anglesu . The peak is due to the modified Rayleigh wave;i

its frequency scales as sin(u ). The weak, broad feature centered ati

null frequency is also visible.

Fig. 4. Brillouin spectrum from a thick film grown with a focused
cluster beam, measured in backscattering at incidence angleu s608.i

The peaks correspond to the film Rayleigh wave(RW), the longitu-
dinal resonance(LR) and a bulk longitudinal wave(BL). The strong
peak at null frequency shift is due to the elastically scattered laser
light, while the two peaks(Gh) are instrumental ghosts, typical of a
Fabry–Perot interferometer.

order at smaller scales scatters the phonons significantly.
The rather strong central peak in the spectra could be
due to non-propagating(overdamped), or confined
vibrational excitations, probably connected with differ-
ent characteristic correlation lengths less thanl , relat-ph

ed mainly to the huge surface roughness.
In the thinner films, the detection of the Rayleigh and

Sezawa waves allows to measure their dispersion rela-
tion (see Fig. 3) and to determine the elastic moduliE
andG. E varies in the range 3–7 GPa, whileG lies in
the range 1–2.5 GPa, depending on several cluster
source operating parameters, i.e. on the specific proper-
ties of the beam and on the exact cluster mass distribu-
tion. Very low values of the Poisson’s ration (;0.1)
were also estimated. Since the uncertainty in the deter-
mination of n is large, the actual value ofn could be
very close to zero, or even negative.
The SBS spectra measured from films grown from

smaller clusters are dominated by a sharp MRW peak
w30x, not expected in low-density granular materialsw8x.
This indicates that long life acoustic phonons can prop-
agate in the film, meaning that at mesoscopic scale the
film appears as a homogeneous elastic continuum; the
relatively low surface roughness introduces a small
acoustic damping but does not hinder phonon propaga-
tion. This behavior is consistent with the picture of a
smooth film of a relatively compact material, made of
small clusters. In these films the roughness increases
very slowly with thickness.
Fig. 4 shows the sharp MRW peaks, and the absence

of a central peak evolution. Thus, in this case, the study
of thick films is possible, and is advantageous because
a thick film behaves as a semi-infinite medium: the
acoustic waves propagating in it are not affected by the

presence of the substrate and by the thickness value.
Fig. 4 shows that, beside the MRW peak, two other
peaks are detected. The first one is identified as the
longitudinal resonance(LR, see above) because its
frequency scales as sin(u ). The second one, whosei

frequency is independent fromu , is due to a bulki

longitudinal wave. The velocities of these waves allow
the derivation of the elastic constants, which are, typi-
cally, C s5.4 GPa andC sGs2.5 GPa. From these11 44

values the mean valuesEs5.3 GPa,Bs2.1 GPa and
ns0.07 can be estimated. Since the error band in the
determination ofn is wide, the possibility of values
close to or less than zero cannot be excluded.

4. Conclusions

It was shown that Brillouin scattering has a significant
potential for the characterization of carbon films at
scales ranging from nanometers to hundreds of nano-
meters. Brillouin scattering is intrinsically contact-less,
non-destructive and local. Acoustic characterization at
sub-micrometer wavelength is sensitive enough to detect
the perturbation due to nanometer thick layers. Exploited
in conjunction with X-ray reflectivity, it allowed the
measurement of the elastic constants of nanometer thick
ta-C films. Density of approximately 2.8 g cm andy3

non-negligible stiffness are measured for thickness down
to 2–3 nm. The elastic constants of such ultra-thin
layers increase steeply with thickness, and become
comparable with those of thicker films at a thickness of
the order of 10 nm.
Films grown by low energy cluster beam deposition

are characterized by granularity and porosity at scale
lengths ranging from nanometers to micrometers. Bril-
louin scattering supplies significant information at these
scales, since it discriminates among inhomogeneities at
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the nanometer or tens of nanometers scale, and those at
larger scale. Inhomogeneities at the nanometric scale do
not prevent propagation of acoustic waves of hundreds
of nanometers wavelength, which are instead damped or
scattered by inhomogeneities at a scale similar to their
same wavelength. When wave propagation is still sup-
ported, the elastic constants are measured at the hundreds
of nanometers scale. Such elastic constants are deter-
mined by the inter-cluster rather than the intra-cluster
interaction, and thus give information on cluster aggre-
gation. Brillouin scattering is therefore a method of
choice for the characterization of cluster assembled
films.
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